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PHYSICS I r'r.stream ADV 1 7

Place a tick (r') inside the box to the left of the most appropriate answer
for each of the following:

1- Newton provided an explanation for why objects fall ,he proposed that the objects fall
because the object and Earth are attracted by a force. Which of the following represents
what Newton said?

2- A period of time is (2.0 x 10-4s) ,which of the following is
true for this period with prefixes?

tr A scientific model

il A scientific &eory

tr 0.20 ms
E 0.20 ps

D *ZSm
n -25 cm

D A scientific hypothesis

D A scientific law

t 2.O tts
D 2.0 ms

3- Depending on the figure, what is the measure shown on the meter ? include the rurcertainty .

D (3.6 + o.2) A
D (3.4 +0.2)A
fr (3.6 T o.1) c
D (3.4 +0.1)d

4- Depending on the equation :

ly = (3.0mls) + ( X xZ.0s) l
What is the name of the physical quantity represented by the Xsymbol and its unit ?

the name of quantityX the unit of quantityX

il Length m
tr Time s

il Acceleration m s-Z
tr Velocity _at,trs-

S-Depending on the figure, what is the displacement for the runner after (6.0 s) from the
beginning of his movement?

D *LSm
E -LSm



6- Depending on the (position - time) graph for an object, what is its ve

D + z.o mls
tr -2.0m/s
D + L.T mls
tr -L.7 mls

7- Depending on the (position - time) graph for
an object moving to the west.

What is the position of the object after (30 s) if it
continues its motion with the same ayerage velocity?

tr -24Am
tr -1.60m
D -ll0m
D -80m

8-Depending on the particle model in the figure for the motion of a vehicle ,
which of the following is true for the vehicle's motion?

il the vehicle moved at constant velocity

il the vehicle moved faster

tr the vehicle moved slower

end

tr the vehicle started to move faster and then slower

9- Depending on the graph for an object motion , what is the acceleration of the object
between (2.0 s ) to (a.0 )?

n O.O m/sz
D +ls mlsz
tr +11 m/sz
tr +s. o m/sz

10- A ball that starts at rest is in free fall for (4.0 s). What is the ball's displacement
after (2.1 s) ?

D -78m
tr -22m

tr -39m
B -l,lm
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1l- The final position of a ball motion is given from the following equation

xf = +0.70+3.0 t+z.a*
(Physical quantities in the equation measured by international units) .

What are the initial position and initial velocity for the ball?

initial velocity initial position

n +2.O m/s *O.7O m
tl +3.0 m/s *O.7O m
tr +2.O m/s *3.0 m
tr +3.0 m/s *3.0 m

l2-There are two balls in a glass box with no air on the ground as shown in the figure. If the

two bal1s start falling together,which of the following is correct for the acceleration of the
fwo balls?

il the aeceleration for m1 is greater than it is for m2 .

n the acceleration for m2 is greater than it is for m1 .

tr the acceleration for m2 and m1 is equal .

tr the acceleration for m1 equals half of it is for m2

13- In the {igure , which of the forces (Fr , Fz , F3) are field force?

BF1
nF2
DF3
tr F1 and F2

m2=200 g m1=400 g
-4-*

I
I
I
I

1.0 m

w'
glass box

earth's surface

f 4-A mass of (15 kg) on a weight scale in an elevator floor. What is the reading recorded by
the scale when the elevator moves with an acceleration (1. 9 m/sz) downwardt

n 28N D 150N
il 120N tr 180N

l5-Which of the following is true for an interaction pair depending on Newton's third law?

n exerted in the same time tr are different in magnitude

tr in the same direction tr exerted on the same object

%bafl@

'on" f Fz

barrry

IFs
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@ffi The graph is showing 
-61ilnges 

in the lengrh of a rubber band
U for different weights hanging on its free side.

Answer (16 ,17, 18 )
16- What is the name of the quantity that represents:

Independent variable?

Dependent variable?

l7-What is the original length of the rubber band ?

18- How long does the rubber band increase from the
original length when a ( 3.0 N ) is anached?

,^. 16.0

9 rz.o

Y 8.0
&)

E 4.0
dt o.o 1.0 2.0 3.0

weight(N)
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ffi T:,?J';:J::J::[lTH#li,l#s 
positions and times when she moved to the norrh

Time( s ) 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Position (m ) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Answer (19 ,20 ,21)
l9-Draw a position-time graph to represent Maryam,s

motion in the school.

20-Calculate the averugevelocity of Maryam

using the position-time graph.

Zl-Calculate the aYeragevelocity of Maryam in (m/s ) if she reaches back in (2.0 ) minutes.
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Rashed on a bicycle,
Rashed began his motion to the north.

Answer (22,23 ,24)
22 -ltlhatis the time interval that Rashed moves

at a constant velocity ?

23 - Calculate the acceleration of Rashed,s motion
during the time interval (20 s to 24 s).

10.0

;8.0
5 6.0

F +.0
|J

€ z"o

0.0

t2 16 20
t(s)

24-Calctilate the magnitude of total displacement of Rashed from (0.0s) to (2g s).

ry H ilrllrn*;::*' 
the changes in rhe net rorce acts on an object

25- Calculate the slope of the graph and write
the name of the physical quantify it represents. il

i il )

/
.a 

1

i"----'i--
t *

i:l
iil #:jr+ I

I

j

0.6

6'0.s
fr o.+
5go3
o
E o.z{
r 0.1
a?o

4.0

For
8.0 12,0

N)
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ig=w
ffia workman pushes u turg. box with a mass of (24 ftg) for a distance of (15 m) over
W- -^ . 

-,. 
{ c rr, -,- ^^--^+^^+ f^-^^ /Z.n f,I\ T$+1^o Lno ofqrfs f*n'n the rcs

a frictionless surface. He exerts a constant force (60 N) . If the box starts from the rest ,

26-Calculate the velocity of the box after (10 m)

gftgfu In the figure, two blocks are placed on a smooth horizontal surface and are connected

ffi by a s#ng . wt .n force F is applied as shown in the figure, the two blocks move with

constant acceleration ( 1. 5 m/sz).

Z7-Calculate the magnitude of force F .
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(3.6 +0.1)A
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*75 m

-15O m
the vehicle moved slower

+15 rtls?
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120 N
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ilon't accept any other answers.
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theweigh5
the band length
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) 8.0 cm I8
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the time axis

the position axis
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AnswerMarks J

(8.0s rc 20t)--

40

-n" 

*rgnitua".9_1 ls equl! to- the 11ea under the q;aplt
11 --a ^\ t (c, n vQ fl\: 1r8.0 x s.0) + (tzxs.0) +its.0 x 8'0)

fO.+O - A.ZA)m/sz
(8,0 -.'t,0)N

m/ sz
0.050 ----

a = 2,5 rn ls'
u? =v! +zaqx

v? --a+2 xz.S xta
v, -- 7.Lm/s

F'*r"t =--ffi,a

Fa"-t- : (4: 0 + 2: o) x 1' 5

Foet:-9'oN

The end

The error i, th- phy.ifi 
"quation 

used to solve the question

1 rnark for each incoiie*i cofidffiilil iu **a*ot*o during the resolution of ttrre

The other correct answers will be approval trY directorate

m consists of trvo Parts each w

Only the first question

rh; q;;Jio"'i,J u"o +
3S
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